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The UMTS Network and Radio Access Technology: Air Interface Techniques for Future Mobile SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The UMTS Network and Radio Access Technology covers all the key aspects of UMTS and its implementation from both the engineering design and the operator and service providers' point of view. It addresses the essential tasks involved in UMTS network deployment in new regions and within existing 2G networks. Presenting solutions for the...
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Communication Systems for the Mobile Information SocietyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
    

    "Communication Systems for the Mobile Information Society" not only contains a technical description of the different wireless systems available today, but also explains the thoughts that are behind the different mechanisms and implementations; not only the 'how' but also the 'why' is in focus. Thus the advantages and...
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GPRS: Gateway to Third Generation Mobile NetworksArtech House Publishers, 2003
This book is the second in its series. Many readers will also know my first
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) book, which was written
during my time in the United States from 1996 to 1998. For this new book
on general packet radio service (GPRS) and high speed circuit switched data
(HSCSD), I have had considerable...
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Introduction to 3G Mobile Communications, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2003
The third generation (3G) mobile communication system is the next big thing in the world of mobile telecommunications. The first generation included analog mobile phones [e.g., Total Access Communications Systems (TACS), Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT), and Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS)], and the ...
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Mobile Radio Networks: Networking and ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The continuing growth of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) based mobile telephones has brought with it increasingly rapid growth in interest in mobile communications interconnect problems and standards. For the rapid proliferation of mobile communications to be sustained without overloading the system, harmonization of the networks...
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GPRS for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This book helps you understand how the GPRS system is used as a major technology building block for the emerging mobile Internet; the book also provides you with detailed coverage of a wide range of important topics.

This ground-breaking book offers you a comprehensive, in-depth presentation of GPRS (general packet radio service). The...
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Speech Coding Algorithms: Foundation and Evolution of Standardized CodersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A thought-provoking look at the historical and practical evolution of speech coding
Speech coding has evolved into a highly important branch of applied signal processing, resulting in an explosion of products such as cellular phones, answering machines, communication devices, and most recently, voice over Internet protocol. Because of the...
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Bulletproof Wireless Security: GSM, UMTS, 802.11, and Ad Hoc Security (Communications Engineering)Newnes, 2005

	Finally--a single volume guide to really effective security for both voice and data wireless networks!

	

	More and more data and voice communications are going via wireless at some point between the sender and intended recipient. As a result, truly "bulletproof" wireless security is now more than a desirable...
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Information Security: Principles and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Now updated—your expert guide to twenty-first century information security


	Information security is a rapidly evolving field. As businesses and consumers become increasingly dependent on complex multinational information systems, it is more imperative than ever to protect the confidentiality and integrity of data....
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Evolved Packet System (EPS): The LTE and SAE Evolution of 3G UMTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
2G/GSM and 3G/UMTS are key mobile communication technologies, chosen by more than 2 billion people around the world. In order to adapt to new services, increasing demand for user bandwidth, quality of service and requirements for network convergence, major evolutions are introduced in 3G network standard.    

    

    Evolved...
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The Business of WiMAXJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Companies and consumers are increasingly dependent on broadband and are committed to taking broadband to the next level with mobile broadband or 802.16e, the WiMAX standard. The Business of WiMAX offers a complete guide to this exciting technology, addressing the critical issues surrounding WiMAX and its future.  The author discusses...
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CAMEL: Intelligent Networks for the GSM, GPRS and UMTS NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Learn how to use CAMEL to transfer the Intelligent Network concept to the mobile world!   

   CAMEL (Customized Application for the Mobile network Enhanced Logic) is a standard for Intelligent Networks for mobile communications networks.  It is currently deployed in all regions of the world, enabling mobile network...
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